Spiking neural P systems are a class of third generation neural networks belonging to the framework of membrane computing. Spiking neural P systems with communication on request (SNQ P systems) are a type of spiking neural P system where the spikes are requested from neighbouring neurons. SNQ P systems have previously been proved to be universal (computationally equivalent to Turing machines) when two types of spikes are considered. This paper studies a simplified version of SNQ P systems, i.e. SNQ P systems with one type of spike. It is proved that one type of spike is enough to guarantee the Turing universality of SNQ P systems. Theoretical results are shown in the cases of the SNQ P system used in both generating and accepting modes. Furthermore, the influence of the number of unbounded neurons (the number of spikes in a neuron is not bounded) on the computation power of SNQ P systems with one type of spike is investigated. It is found that SNQ P systems functioning as number generating devices with one type of spike and four unbounded neurons are Turing universal.
Introduction
Neural network models 1, 2 have been extensively researched and have successfully been applied in various fields, including pattern recognition, [3] [4] [5] optimization problems, 6, 7 modelling, 8, 9 time series prediction, 10 gesture recognition, 11 and machine learning. [12] [13] [14] Spiking neural networks 15, 16 (SNNs, for short) are neural network which make use of electrical impulses, called spiking rules, as activation functions. As third generation neural networks, spiking neural networks have gained their popularity thanks to their learning capability [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and their great potential for solving some complicated timedependent problems. [22] [23] [24] [25] and liquid-state machine circuitry.
33
Spiking neural P systems 34, 35 (abbreviated as SN P systems) are a class of spiking neural networks belonging to the field of membrane computing. SN P systems incorporate the idea of spiking neurons into membrane computing models.
36-38
An SN P system is characterised by the following ingredients composing it:
• neurons which contain a number of spikes representing the neuron's state; • synapses that connect the neurons to form a directed graph structure, where the nodes represent neurons and the arcs represent synapses; • rules (spiking rules and forgetting rules), a kind of integrate-and-fire functions in the form of a formal grammar production, which evolve spikes for updating the states of neurons.
The functioning of an SN P system can be summarised in the following way. Neurons in the system cannot fire at each step until the number of spikes inside the neuron reaches a specific value. When a neuron fires by using a spiking rule, it consumes a specified number of spikes and generates a specified number of spikes which are sent to the neurons connected by synapses with the neuron where the rule is applied; while by using a forgetting rule, it just consumes a predefined number of spikes. The outgoing spike train emitted by the output neuron can be interpreted as different numbers in various methods to encode information, e.g., the frequency of spikes 39, 40 and the timing between spikes, 34, 41 stochastic delays of spiking rules and stochastic loss of spikes. 42 A SN P System with a probabilistically established firing time has been proposed in Ref. 43 .
Theoretical aspects of SN P systems have been investigated after their introduction. 34 These studies analyse the computation power of SN P systems as various computing devices. Some examples include number generating devices, 34, 44 where the output neuron outputs the generated numbers encoded by spikes; number accepting devices, 34 where the input neuron receives the numbers encoded by spikes from the environment; language generators, 45 where the output neuron emits a number of spikes associated with a symbol in each step and the sequences of these symbols associated with halting computations constitute a language. SN P systems used as these computing devices were proved to be equivalent to Turing machines.
The computation efficiency of SN P systems has also been studied. It was shown that SN P systems are capable of solving computationally hard problems in a polynomial or linear time under certain conditions, e.g., by using pre-computed resources or by using neuron division or neuron budding.
46-48
Theoretical and practical applications of SN P systems have been researched, covering e.g. image processing, 49 fault diagnosis, 50-52 circuit simulation and implementation, [53] [54] [55] integrated circuit design/configuration, 56, 57 optimization problems. 35 A study on simulators for SN P Systems is reported in Ref. 58. In the above mentioned SN P systems, neurons communicate on command pattern, in the sense that the emitting neuron emits spikes to all the connected neurons along its synapses. In this way, the emitting neuron has the initiative for communication in terms of spikes exchange pattern. Inspired by the way that components communicate with each other by a request-response pattern in parallel-cooperating grammar systems, 59 , 60 a novel communication strategy between neurons, called communication on request, was proposed and developed in SN P systems. 61 The resulting models are called spiking neural P systems with communication on request (SNQ P systems). In these models, spikes are transmitted from one neuron to another one only when the re-ceiving neuron makes a query to request spikes from the emitting neuron.
SNQ P systems, like neural networks which can have multiple activation functions, can have multiple types of spikes. When SNQ P systems were introduced, 61 it was shown that systems with two types of spikes are Turing universal (computationally equivalent to Turing machines).
In this work, with the aim of proposing a simplified and equally powerful computational model, we investigate the computation power of SNQ P systems with one type of spike. It is proved that one type of spike is sufficient for SNQ P systems achieving Turing universality as both number generating and number accepting devices.
Furthermore, the influence of the number of unbounded neurons (those neurons which do not have a maximum number of spikes) on the computation power of SNQ P systems is investigated. It is proved that SNQ P systems with four unbounded neurons are also Turing universal.
In order to better highlight the motivation of this article, it is worth mentioning that the integrateand-fire condition in the form of regular expressions is computationally expensive, see Ref. 62 . More specifically, to decide whether or not a number is in the set of numbers associated with a regular expression is an NP-complete problem. 63 The complexity of problems associated to regular expressions and techniques to reduce the complexity and/or simplify the task are topics explored in the neural system literature for classical SN P systems. For example, in Ref. 64 , a restriction of the form of regular expressions was proposed, in other works regular expressions were not used at all and replaced with the potential of a neuron and a threshold 65 or with polarizations associated with neurons. 66 Thus, the search of computationally cheap or efficient integrationand-fire conditions, such as resulting from reduction to one type of spike, is of interest to both theoretical and applied research.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls basic concepts needed in the following sections and gives the formal definition of SNQ P systems with one type of spike. The results about the Turing universality of SNQ P systems as number generators and acceptors are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
SNQ P systems with one type of spike: definitions and generalities
This section provides basic definitions and introduces the notation used in this work. Furthermore, this section briefly describes the functioning of SNQ P systems with one type of spike.
Since only one type of spike is used in this paper, we focus on the SNQ P systems with only one type of spike. More details about the definition of classical SN P systems and SNQ P systems are available in Refs. 61, 67. Some notions from formal language and automata theory are used in the definition of SNQ P systems, including the notion of regular expression; for the detail, the reader is referred to Refs. 68, 69.
Definition 1.
A Spiking Neural P system with communication on request (SNQ P system) with one type of spike, of m ≥ 1 neurons, is a tuple
where:
• O = {a} is the singleton alphabet, where a denotes the only type of spike under consideration; • σ i = (n i , R i ) with 1 ≤ i ≤ m are the neurons composing the SNQ P system, where:
(1) n i ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes present in neuron σ i ; (2) R i is a finite set of rules of the form E/Qw, where E is a regular expression over the empty string λ or the singleton alphabet {a}, Q means requesting spikes, and w is a finite non-empty sequence of queries of the forms w = (a p , j) or w = (a ∞ , j), with p ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and i ̸ = j;
• in, out ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} indicate the input and output neurons of the system, respectively.
Before introducing the work of SNQ P systems, we recall the notion of regular expression. 68, 69 Given an alphabet V , a regular expression E is defined as follows: (i)] the empty string λ is a regular expression; (ii) each symbol a ∈ V is a regular expression; (iii) if E 1 and E 2 are two regular expressions over V , then the union and concatenation of (E 1 ) and (E 2 ), written E 1 ∪ E 2 and (E 1 )(E 2 ), are regular expressions over V ; (iv) if E is a regular expression, then the Kleene star of E, written E + , is a regular expression over V . In this above definition of SNQ P systems, the regular expression E is defined on the singleton alphabet {a}.
To better explain the notation as well as the functioning of SNQ P systems with one type of spike, let us consider a neuron σ i in the system. For exemplification purposes, assume that the neuron σ i contains a rule E/Q(a p , j) (in this case w = (a p , j)). Let us focus, at first, on the fact that j appears in the rule. This rule implicitly encodes some pieces of information about the topology of the SNQ P system as it implicates that there exists a synapse (j, i) connecting neuron σ j to neuron σ i . Let us focus on the a p part of the rule. The statement a p means that p copies of the spike type a are requested. Thus, the query of the form (a p , j) in a rule in neuron σ i means that neuron σ i requests p copies of the spike a from neuron σ j . The notation (a ∞ , j) refers to the degenerate case, i.e., it means that neuron σ i requests all spikes present in neuron σ j .
A rule E/Q(a p , j) in neuron σ i is enabled only if the following two firing conditions are satisfied: (1) the neuron σ i must have the capability to contain p spikes, i.e., the content of neuron σ i is described by the regular expression E; when the regular expression E is the empty string λ, then the neuron must be empty; (2) the neuron σ j must contain not less than p copies of spikes.
When two or more neurons request an identical number of spikes from the same neuron σ j , that is the rule (a p , j) appears on multiple neurons, only p copies of spikes are removed from the emitting neuron σ j , and these p spikes are replicated and transmitted to each of the requesting neurons.
When two or more neurons request spikes from the same neuron, but with different numbers of spikes, i.e. two queries (a p , j) and (a q , j) with p ̸ = q in a rule in neuron σ i are fired from two different neurons, then these rules cannot be applied simultaneously. When this situation occurs it is said that the neurons perform conflicting queries. In the case of conflicting queries one spike request (and thus the requesting neuron) is non-deterministically selected while the other request is ignored.
An SNQ P system starts from its initial configuration which is described by the number of spikes present in every neuron, and proceeds by applying the rules as described above, then a transition of the system from a configuration to the next one is obtained. A computation is a (finite or infinite) sequence of transitions starting from the initial configuration such that each non-first term of the sequence is obtained from the previous configuration by applying the rules as described above; if the sequence is finite (called halting computation) then the last term of the sequence is a halting configuration, that is, a configuration where no rule of the system is applicable to it.
A halting computation means that the SNQ P system reached a configuration where no rule can be longer applied in all the neurons. The result of a computation is defined as the total number of spikes present in the output neuron when the computation halts.
An SNQ P system Π can work as a number generator/acceptor, that is, it can be used to either generate or accept a number n. In the case of Π working as a generator, it starts from its initial configuration and eventually halts. When the system halts, n spikes are present in the output neuron σ out . The set of numbers generated in this way by system Π is denoted by N all (Π). In the accepting mode, a number n is introduced into Π through the input neuron σ in . If the system halts, then the number n is accepted by the system. The set of numbers accepted by system Π is denoted by N acc (Π) .
In what follows, we give an example to show how an SNQ P system works with the aim of illustrating the aforementioned notions. The system Π given in Figure 1 consists of three neurons with labels 1, 2, and out, respectively. Initially, neuron σ out contains two spikes, and neurons σ 1 and σ 2 have no spike. System Π works as follows. At step 1, rules λ/Q(a 2 , out) and λ/Q(a, out) in neuron σ 1 are enabled, since the firing conditions of the two rules are satisfied: neuron σ 1 contains no spike, which satisfies the firing condition (1), and neuron σ out contains two spike, which satisfies the firing condition (2) . Thus, one of these two rules is applied, nondeterministically chosen. If rule λ/Q(a 2 , out) is applied, then neuron σ 1 requests two spikes from neuron σ out . At step 2, rule λ/Q(a 2 , 1) in neuron σ out and rule (a 2 ) * /Q(a 2 , 1) in neuron σ 2 are enabled, because neurons σ out and σ 2 are empty, and neuron σ 1 contains two spikes, which are not less than the requested spikes, so both rules are applied, each neuron requesting two spikes from neuron σ 1 . In this way, as long as rule λ/Q(a 2 , out) is chosen to be applied, neurons σ 1 and σ out can alternately request two spikes from each other; at the same time, the number of spikes in neuron σ 2 is increased by two during this process.
If at some step t (it is possible at the first step), rule λ/Q(a, out) is chosen to be applied, then neuron σ 1 requests one spike from neuron σ out . In this case, neuron σ 1 contains one spike, but one of the firing conditions of this rule is that neuron σ 1 contains no spike, so no rule inside neuron σ 1 are enabled; and due to the lack of spikes, both neurons σ out and σ 2 cannot request spikes from it. At step t + 1, neuron σ out contains one spike inside, thus the firing condition of rule a/Q(∞, 2) is satisfied, and the rule is applied, then neuron σ out requests all spikes of neuron σ 2 which contains an even number of spikes. After this step, the computation of Π halts. In this way, the number of spikes in neuron σ out becomes odd. Therefore, according to the definition of the computation result, the set of numbers generated by system Π is N all (Π) = {2n + 1 | n ≥ 0}.
Definition 2.
In an SN P system, a neuron is said to be bounded if a bound is imposed on the number of spikes in the neuron (to any computation of the system), whereas a neuron is said to be unbounded if the number of spikes inside it is not bounded. 34 An SN P system is said to be bounded if all neurons are bounded in the system; an SN P system is said to be unbounded if it contains at least one unbounded neuron.
Definition 3.
The family of all sets N all (Π) (resp., N acc (Π)) generated (resp., accepted) by SNQ P systems of degree m is indicated as
, where the subscript all indicates that the computation result is encoded by the number of spikes present in the output neuron when the computation halts (resp., the subscript acc indicates systems work in the accepting mode), k indicates the maximal number of types of spikes, and s indicates the maximal number of unbounded neurons. If one of the parameters k, m, and s is not bounded, then it is replaced with * .
Definition 4.
A number is said Turing computable when they are calculable by finite means. 70 The family of Turing computable sets of numbers is indicated with N RE.
When a type of computing devices is conceptually proposed, a fundamental task is to show their equivalence with Turing machines, since it would guarantee the coherence and functionality of the proposed models. In order to perform this task, a popular way is to prove that a proposed computing device can be used as a number generator and the set of the generated numbers coincides with the set of numbers generated by the corresponding Turing machine. If the proposed computing devices are equivalent to Turing machines, then they are said Turing universal.
The Turing universality of SNQ P systems has been proved by showing that the family of sets of numbers generated by SNQ P systems with at most two types of spikes is equivalent to the family of sets of Turing computable numbers N RE, 61 where the number of neurons and the number of unbounded neurons in these SNQ P systems are not bounded. By following the notation introduced above, this statement can be expressed as N all SN 2 QP * (unb * ) = N RE.
Universality of SNQ P systems with one type of spike working as number generators
This section extends the previously achieved theoretical result 61 and shows the universality of SNQ P systems with only one type of spike. These results allow the conceptual formulation of a very simple and yet powerful computational device.
Theorem 1. SNQ P systems with one type of spike are Turing universal:
Proof. The inclusion N all SN 1 QP * (unb * ) ⊆ N RE can be obtained from the Turing-Church thesis.
Thus we only have to prove the inclusion N RE ⊆ N all SN 1 QP * (unb * ). The following proof is based on the simulation of nondeterministic register machines working in the generative way. As we know, register machines can characterize N RE 71 (the family of recursively enumerable sets of numbers, i.e., the length sets of recursively enumerable languages). Here, we briefly recall the definition of register machines. A non-deterministic register machine is of the form M = (m, H, l 0 , l h , I), where m is the number of registers, H is the set of instruction labels, l 0 is the start label, l h is the halt label (in all the neurons no rule can be longer applied), and I is a finite set of instructions bijectively labelled by elements from H. The instructions are of the following forms:
Add 1 to the content of register r and go to one of the instructions with labels l j and l k , nondeterministically chosen.
If register r is not empty, then subtract 1 from its content and go to the instruction with label l j ; otherwise, go to the instruction with label l k .
• l h : HALT (the halt instruction)
No rule can be applied in the neurons. The halt label l h is only assigned to this instruction.
The set of all numbers generated by the nondeterministic register machine M is denoted by N (M ). For more information about register machines, the reader is referred to Refs. 67, 72. Consider a register machine M =(m, H, l 0 , l h , I) with the assumption that register 1 stores the result of the computation, which is never a subject of subtraction operations. It is also assumed that l 0 labels an ADD instruction and all registers different from register 1 are empty in the halting configuration. In what follows, in order to simulate machine M , we construct a specific SNQ P system Π with one type of spike.
In system Π, there are two types of modules: the ADD and SUB modules, which are used to simulate the ADD and SUB instructions of M , respectively. Unlike traditional SN P systems, in system Π, there is not an OUTPUT module to output the computation result, since the result of a computation is defined as the number of spikes present in a specified neuron at the moment when the computation halts.
In general, each register r of M corresponds to a neuron σ r in system Π. The value stored in register r is equal to the number of spikes present in neuron σ r , i.e., if register r contains a number n, then neuron σ r contains n copies of spikes. In M , each label l i ∈ H of an instruction also corresponds to a neuron σ li as well as some auxiliary neurons σ l
are also precisely associated with a unique instruction of M . There is a distinguished neuron σ g in system Π, working like a "garbage collector" to remove the redundant spikes in some auxiliary neurons of all ADD and SUB modules, which is useful in ensuring that the ADD and SUB modules can be reused as many times as necessary to simulate the work of the register machine.
In the ADD and SUB modules, for each neuron σ l , l ∈ H, a function Lab is defined on the set of instruction labels H:
The function Lab specifies the neurons in different modules from which neuron σ l requests spikes when an instruction l will be simulated, see Figure 2 .
Initially, all neurons in system Π are empty, with the exception of neuron σ l0 containing one spike, which corresponds to the fact that M begins a computation by applying the instruction with label l 0 . During a computation, once a neuron σ li requests one spike, the module associated with the corresponding instruction l i : (OP(r), l j , l k ) of M becomes activated and starts to simulate the instruction: first neuron σ li containing one spike, acting on neuron σ r as requested by OP (OP is the operation of ADD or SUB), and finally neuron σ lj or σ l k containing one spike. When neuron σ l h associated with the halt label l h requests one spike, it means that the computation in M is completely simulated in Π; at the same time, the computation of Π also halts and the number of spikes in the output neuron σ 1 is the result of the computation. The simulation process is illustrated in Figure 3 .
In what follows, we describe the work of the ADD and SUB modules in a graphical form, in order to prove that system Π can correctly simulate
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The halting configuration (0, 0, · · · , n, · · · ) Figure 3 . An illustration of the simulation process for an SNQ P system simulating a register machine.
register machine M .
ADD module (shown in Figure 4) :
Assume that at step t, system Π starts to simulate an ADD instruction l i : (ADD(r), l j , l k ), and the module associated with the corresponding ADD instruction l i : (ADD(r), l j , l k ) is activated, which means that neuron σ li requests one spike from another neuron. At step t + 1, with one spike in neuron
, and σ l requests one spike from neuron σ li . At step t + 2, neuron σ r requests one spike by using rule a * /Q(a, l
i ), which simulates the increase of the number stored in register r by one. Simultaneously, with one spike in neuron σ l
i ) is applied, and two spikes are requested: one each from neurons σ l . In this way, there are three spikes present in neuron σ li in total, but the two queries (a 2 , l
are conflicting, thus one of them is nondeterministically chosen to be satisfied, which leads to one of modules associated with instructions l j and l k in system Π nondeterministically activated.
If rule λ/Q(a 2 , l
is applied at step t + 3, then two spikes are requested from neuron σ l , but no rule inside it can be used, which will be removed by neuron σ g later. At step t + 4, with two spikes in neuron σ l by using rule λ/Q(a, l (4) i ), and the module associated with instruction l j is activated, starting to simulate instruction l j of M . As
, and σ lj has one spike, rule
i )(a, l j ) in neuron σ g is enabled and applied, requesting one spike from neurons σ l
, and σ lj , respectively. Therefore, the numbers of spikes in neurons σ l 
i )(a, l j ) is used to guarantee the application of the rule only in case of the choice of the branch l j .
If rule λ/Q(a 3 , l
is applied at step t+3, then neuron σ l 
i )(a, l k ) in neuron σ g , resetting the number of spikes in neuron σ l
i )(a, l k ) is used to guarantee the execution of the rule only in case of the choice of the branch l k .
An important observation is that in spite of the fact that there are several ADD instructions l v ̸ = l i acting on register r, rules a * /Q(a, l
v ) cannot be applied, thus it does not cause undesired steps (i.e., steps in Π that do not correspond to correct simulations of instructions of M ). Moreover, all ADD and SUB modules of system Π share a unique "garbage collector" neuron σ g . However, in each time unit, only one query of neuron σ g is satisfied. Thus, undesired steps in system Π are not allowed.
During the simulation of ADD instructions, the numbers of spikes in neurons of the ADD module evolve as shown in Tables 1 and 2 , which correspond to the two cases in which the modules associated with instructions l j and l k are activated, respectively. As we do not care the number of spikes in the "garbage collector" neuron σ g , the number of spikes inside it is not presented in these two tables. From these two tables, after these steps, all neurons are in their initial configuration with respect to the number of spikes, with the exception of neuron σ r whose copies of spikes are incremented by one.
Therefore, through the above description about the ADD module, the ADD instruction l i : (ADD(r), l j , l k ) is correctly simulated: system Π begins with one spike present in neuron σ li , and ends with one spike in neuron σ lj or σ l k , nondeterministically chosen; meanwhile, the number of spikes in neuron σ r is increased by one.
SUB module (shown in Figure 5) : simulating a SUB instruction l i : (SUB(r), l j , l k ).
Assume that at step t, a SUB instruction l i : (SUB(r), l j , l k ) is simulated in system Π, which means that neuron σ li requests one spike from another neuron, and the module associated with SUB instruction l i is activated. At step t + 1, with one spike in neuron σ li , neurons σ l
request one spike from neuron σ li , respectively. Neuron σ l (1) i is used to check Table 1 . The evolution of the numbers of spikes in neurons of module ADD during the simulation of ADD instructions with the module associated with instruction l j finally activated.
Neuron
Step Table 2 . The evolution of the numbers of spikes in neurons of module ADD during the simulation of ADD instructions with the module associated with instruction l k finally activated.
Step , there are the following two cases:
(1) At step t, if there is no spike present in neuron σ r , which corresponds to the fact that the number stored in register r is zero, then rule a/Q(a, r)(a, l (2) i ) in neuron σ l (1) i cannot be used at step t + 2, and there is one spike remaining in each neuron σ l 
is enabled and applied, and neuron σ l and two spikes in σ l
i ) is applied, and neuron σ l now have no spike, so the execution of the branch l j is stopped and the whole branch is reset to its original state in terms of the number of spikes. At step t + 5, neuron σ l k requests one spike from neuron σ l ( 
7) i
, and the module associated with instruction l k is activated, starting to simulate instruction l k of M . The remaining two spikes in neuron σ l 
i )(a, l k ) in neuron σ g at step t + 6. (2) At step t, if there is at least one spike present in neuron σ r , which corresponds to the fact that the number stored in register r is larger than zero, then rule a/Q(a, r)(a, l
is applied at step t + 2, one spike is requested from neuron σ r , which simulates that the number stored in register r is decreased by one, as well as one spike is requested from neuron σ l 
i )
cannot be used, resulting in one spike remaining in neuron σ l 
i ). In the next step, neuron σ lj requests one spike from neuron σ l ( 
4) i
, and the module associated with instruction l j is activated, starting to simulate instruction l j of M , while the remaining two spikes in neuron σ l (4) 
i )(a, l j ) in neuron σ g at step t+5. Note that the rules in all neurons σ l
, and σ l k cannot be used, so the execution of the branch l k cannot be activated.
During the simulation of SUB instructions, the numbers of spikes in neurons of the SUB module evolve as presented in Tables 3 and 4 , which correspond to the the two cases in which, at step t, the number stored in register r is zero and the number stored in register r is larger than zero, respectively. Similarly, the number of spikes inside neuron σ g is not presented in these two tables.
Note that even if there are multiple SUB instructions l s ̸ = l i acting on register r, rule a/Q(a, r)(a, l (2) s ) in neuron σ l has no spike, neuron σ r cannot request spikes from it. In this way undesired steps will be avoided.
From the above explanation, the simulation of the SUB instruction l i : (SUB(r), l j , l k ) is correct: system Π starts with one spike contained in neuron σ li , and ends with one spike in neuron σ l k (if the number stored in register r is zero), or one spike in neuron σ lj with the number of spikes in neuron σ r decreased by one (if the number stored in register r is larger than zero).
Assume that at step t neuron σ l h requests one spike from another neuron, which means that the computation in M halts, i.e., the halt instruction is reached. Even if neuron σ l h has one spike, there is no other neuron requesting spikes from it. In this way, the computation in system Π halts, and the number of spikes in neuron σ 1 is the result of the computation, which is exactly the number stored in register 1 when M halts.
Based on the aforementioned description of the work about the ADD and SUB modules, register machine M is correctly simulated by system Π, i.e., N all (Π) = N (M ). We can check that only one type of spike is used in system Π, the number of neu- Table 3 . The evolution of the numbers of spikes in neurons of module SUB during the simulation of SUB instructions in the case that the number of spikes in neuron σr is zero.
Neuron
Step Table 4 . The evolution of the numbers of spikes in neurons of module SUB during the simulation of SUB instructions in the case that the number of spikes in neuron σr is larger than zero.
Step In what follows, we construct a specific computing universal SNQ P system with one type of spike by simulating the universal register machine used in Ref. 44 . This universal register machine consists of 9 registers, 25 instruction labels, 11 ADD instructions, and 13 SUB instructions.
In the computing universal SNQ P system, the input and the result of a computation are introduced in specified neurons as defined in the same way as in register machines, i.e., the numbers are encoded with the multiplicity of spikes, thus the input and output modules are not needed. In this way, based on the ADD and SUB modules constructed in the proof of Theorem 1, the total number of neurons in the universal SNQ P system with one type of spike can be calculated as follows:
• 9 neurons for the 9 registers, • 25 neurons for the 25 instruction labels, • 11 × 5 neurons for the 11 ADD instructions, • 13 ×7 neurons for the 13 SUB instructions, • one unique garbage neuron σ g , which, in total, is 181 neurons. Therefore, the following corollary is formulated.
Corollary 1. There exists a computing universal SNQ P system with one type of spike consisting of 181 neurons.
In Theorem 1, the number of unbounded neurons is not bounded, as it depends on the number of registers in the simulated register machine. It is known that nondeterministic register machines with three registers can still generate all sets of Turing computable natural numbers, hence they characterize N RE. 71 Consequently, the following corollary is obtained.
Corollary 2. SNQ P systems functioning as number generating devices with four unbounded neurons are Turing universal:
Proof. Let us consider a register machine M ′ = {3, H, l 0 , l m , I} with three registers, where the three registers are labeled by 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the other properties are the same as register machine M specified in the proof of Theorem 1.
Analogous to the proof Theorem 1, an SNQ P system Π ′ is constructed to simulate M ′ , which consists of two types of modules: the ADD and SUB modules. The structures and the functioning of modules ADD and SUB remain the same as the ones constructed in the proof Theorem 1, as shown in Figures  4 and 5 , respectively.
As register machine M ′ has only three registers, there are four unbounded neurons in system Π ′ , i.e., neurons σ 1 , σ 2 , and σ 3 , which are associated with registers 1, 2, and 3 of M ′ , and a distinguished neuron σ g , which is used to remove the redundant spikes in some auxiliary neurons of all ADD and SUB modules. Therefore, the corollary holds.
In Corollary 2, an upper bound on the number of unbounded neurons is obtained for generative SNQ P systems achieving Turing universality.
Universality of SNQ P systems with one type of spike working as number acceptors
In this section, the computation power of SNQ P systems working as number acceptors is investigated, and it is proved that SNQ P systems working as number acceptors are Turing universal. When an SNQ P system works as a number acceptor, an input neuron σ in is designed to receive spikes from the environment. A number n is introduced into the system through the input neuron by 1 1) , where the occurrence of digit 1 (resp., 0) indicates that the input neuron receives a spike (resp., no spike). If the computation of the system halts, then this number is said to be accepted.
Theorem 2. SNQ P systems with one type of spike in the accepting mode are Turing universal:
Proof. This proof is based on simulating deterministic register machines working in the accepting mode. It is known that deterministic register machines can also characterize N RE. We construct a specific SNQ P system Π d to simulate a deterministic register ma-
) working in the accepting mode. The definition of deterministic register machines is similar to nondeterministic register machines, with the exception that the ADD instructions are of the form l i : (ADD(r), l j ) (add 1 to register r, then precisely go to the instruction with label l j ). The set of all the numbers accepted by deterministic register machine M d is denoted by N acc (M d ). System Π d consists of an INPUT module, the deterministic ADD and SUB modules. The deterministic ADD and SUB modules are used to simulate the deterministic ADD and SUB instructions of M d , respectively; the INPUT module is designed to load the necessary spikes into a specified neuron and activate the simulation of a computation in M d .
Analogously, each register r of M d corresponds to a neuron σ r in system Π d , and the number of spikes in neuron σ r is equal to the number stored in register r. Each label l i of an instruction in M d also corresponds to a neuron σ li and some auxiliary neurons σ l
There is also a distinguished neuron σ g in system Π d to remove the remaining spikes in some auxiliary neurons of the INPUT and all SUB modules.
The INPUT module is presented in Figure 6 , which is used to load n spikes into neuron σ 1 through neuron σ in by reading a spike train 10 n−1 1 from the environment, which corresponds to number n analyzed by system Π d . If the computation of system Π d halts, then number n is said to be accepted.
. . . . . . input neuron is identified by label in, and pictorially by an incoming arrow entering the neuron, which suggests that it communicates with the environment. The INPUT module works in the following way. Initially, all neurons are empty with the exception that neuron σ c1 contains one spike. Assume that at step t the first spike arrives in neuron σ in from the environment. At step t + 1, each neuron σ c2 and σ c3 requests one spike from neuron σ in by using rules λ/Q(a, in). In the next step, with one spike inside, rules a/Q(a, c 2 ) and a/Q(a, c 1 ) in neurons σ c1 and σ c2 are applied, requesting one spike from each other. Actually, from step t + 2 on, neurons σ c1 and σ c2 requests one spike from each other in each step. Moreover, from step t + 2 on, rule a * /Q(a, c 2 ) in neuron σ 1 is applied in each step, requesting one spike from neuron σ c2 , which simulates that the number stored in register 1 is increased by one, until neuron σ c2 requests the second spike from neuron σ in .
At step t + n, the second spike arrives in neuron σ in from the environment. At step t + n + 1, neuron σ c3 requests the second spike from neuron σ in by using rule a/Q(a, in). In this way, neuron σ c3 accumulates two spikes. Simultaneously, neurons σ 1 and σ c1 request one spike from neuron σ c2 , respectively. For neuron σ c2 , rules a/Q(a, in)(a, c 1 ) and a/Q(a, c 1 ) are enabled, and one of them is nondeterministically chosen to be applied.
Case I. If rule a/Q(a, in)(a, c 1 ) is applied at step t+n+1, then neuron σ c2 requests two spikes each from neurons σ in and σ c1 . In this case, neuron σ c2 accumulates two spikes. In the next step, however, the two queries (a, c 2 ) of neurons σ 1 and σ c1 and (a 2 , c 2 ) of neuron σ c3 are conflicting, and one of them is nondeterministically chosen to be satisfied. Thus, there are also the following two cases.
(1) If rule a 2 /Q(a 2 , c 2 ) in neuron σ c3 is applied at step t + n + 2, then neuron σ c3 requests two spikes from neuron σ c2 . In this case, neuron σ c2 has no spike, so neurons σ 1 and σ c1 cannot request spikes from neuron σ c2 any more. From step t + 2 to step t + n + 1, neuron σ 1 accumulates n spikes in total, which is just the number to be analyzed. At step t + n + 3, neuron σ c4 requests four spikes from neuron σ c3 by using rule λ/Q(a 4 , c 3 ). One step later, neuron σ l0 requests one spike from neuron σ c4 , which means that the module associated with the instruction with label l 0 of M d is activated; the remaining three spikes in neuron σ c4 are removed by using rule a * /Q(a 3 , c 4 )(a, l 0 ) in "garbage collector" neuron σ g at step t + n + 5. (2) If rules a * /Q(a, c 2 ) and a/Q(a, c 2 ) in neurons σ 1 and σ c1 are applied at step t + n + 2, then neurons σ 1 and σ c1 request one spike from neuron σ c2 , respectively. In this case, one spike remains in neuron σ c2 , so the query (a 2 , c 2 ) of neuron σ c3 is not satisfied, and no rule inside it can be applied. In this way, the module associated with the instruction with label l 0 cannot be activated forever. From step t + n + 3 on, neurons c 1 and c 2 will repeatedly request one spike from each other by using rules a 2 /Q(a, c 2 ) and a/Q(a, c 1 ), and neuron σ 1 also continuously requests one spike from neuron σ c2 , thus the computation of system Π d never stops.
Case II. If rule a/Q(a, c 1 ) in neuron σ c2 is applied at step t + n + 1, then neuron σ c2 contains only one spike. As the second spike in neuron σ in is requested by neuron σ c3 at this step, neuron σ c2 can only use rule a/Q(a, c 1 ). Thus, neurons c 1 and c 2 will continuously use rules a/Q(a, c 2 ) and a/Q(a, c 1 ) to request one spike from each other, and the computation of system Π d also never halts. This case is similar to the case of item (2) of Case I.
The numbers of spikes in neurons of the IN-PUT module evolve during the process initializing the computation as shown in Table 5 , corresponding to the case in which the initialization process is correctly completed.
In system Π d , the function Lab ′ defined on the set of instruction labels H in each neuron σ l , l ∈ H is presented as follows:
i1 , for l i1 : (ADD(r), l), l (4) i2 , for l i2 : (SUB(r), l, l k ), l (7) i3 , for l i3 : (SUB(r), l j , l). Figure 7 displays the proposed deterministic ADD module corresponding to the instruction l i : (ADD(r), l j ). It can be observed from the scheme in Figure 7 that the module has been greatly simplified when compared with its original counterpart shown in Figure 4 . Its functioning is rather clear, we here omit the description of the work of the deterministic ADD module.
The SUB module remains unchanged as the one constructed in the proof of Theorem 1, shown in Figure 5 . The simulation of the computation in M d proceeds until neuron σ l h requests one spike, which means that the halt instruction is reached and the computation in M d halts. Although neuron σ l h has one spike, no other neuron requests the spike from it. In this way, the computation of system Π d halts.
From the aforementioned description of the work of system Π d , deterministic register machine M d is correctly simulated, i.e., N acc (Π d 
It is easy to check that only one type of spike is used in system Π d , the number of neurons and the number of unbounded neurons are not bounded. Therefore, this implicates that N acc SN 1 QP * (unb * ) = N RE.
Conclusions
In this work, we investigated the computation power of SNQ P systems with one type of spike. It was proved that one type of spike suffices for SNQ P systems achieving Turing universality as both number generating and number accepting devices. This result answers the corresponding open problem formulated in Ref. 61 and contains interesting practical implications: SNQ P systems, even when dramatically simplified are still equivalent to Turing machines. The reduction to only one type of spike leads to computationally cheaper integration-and-fire conditions (since the alphabet O is composed of only one letter) without a deterioration of the computation power.
We also investigated the influence of the number of unbounded neurons on the computation power of SNQ P systems. It was proved that SNQ P systems with four unbounded neurons are Turing universal as number generating devices. This result, albeit a corollary of the universality of SNQ P systems with one type of spike, is also a preliminary result for future research. The number of unbounded neurons will be interpreted as a parameter to tune and control the Turing universality of SNQ P systems. Further research will investigate the relationship between the number of unbounded neurons and the complexity of an SNQ P system.
Comparisons with Other Computation Models
In Corollary 1, we have constructed a computing universal SNQ P system with one type of spike. In order to validate the performance on achieving Turing universality of SNQ P systems with one type of spike, in terms of lower bound on the number of neurons, we compare them with SNQ P systems working in the local check mode with one type of spike, SNQ P systems with two types of spikes, SN P systems, and recurrent neural networks. The numbers of neurons for achieving Turing universality of five computation models are shown in Table 6 . Compared with the universal SNQ P system Table 5 . The evolution of the numbers of spikes in neurons of the INPUT module during the process initializing the computation in the case that the initialization process correctly completed.
Neuron
Step
s ) l with one type of spike constructed in Corollary 1, the number of neurons needed for constructing the universal SNQ P system working in the local check mode with one type of spike is significantly decreased, 73 specifically reducing from 181 neurons to 63 neurons. This result implies that the semantics of rule application can affect the computation capability of SNQ P systems.
In Ref. 61 , a universal SNQ P system with two types of spikes for computing functions was constructed by using 49 neurons. By comparing with the two universal SNQ P systems with one type of spike, the number of neurons in the universal SNQ P system with two types of spikes is smaller, but the number of types of spikes becomes larger. From biological point of view, as spikes have an almost identical shape (voltage, duration, etc.) and the form of spikes does not carry any information, considering multiple types of spikes in SNQ P systems is rather non-realistic, thus it is more realistic to use one type of spike to encode information in SNQ P systems. SNQ P systems with one type of spike are also consistent with the definition of classical SN P systems. Furthermore, from the practical point of view, SNQ P systems with one type of spike are more feasible to be constructed, particularly for actualizing neurallike computation models by using electronic materials.
SN P systems are a class of spiking neural networks in the framework of membrane computing, where neurons evolve by applying spiking and forgetting rules in the form of formal grammar production, instead of applying mathematically-defined functions in artificial neural networks. A universal SN P system for computing functions was constructed by using 84 neurons. 44 By Table 6 , the number of neurons for SN P system achieving universality is smaller than that of the universal SNQ P system constructed in Corollary 1. These results imply that the communication patterns have an influence on the computation capability of SNQ P systems.
Recurrent neural networks are a class of wellknown artificial neural networks. A recurrent neural network consists of interconnections of neurons, where all neurons synchronously evolve, each updating its state and producing a real-valued activation by applying a sigmoidal function to combine the previous states of all afferent neurons. It was shown that 886 neurons are needed for a recurrent neural network to achieve Turing universality for computing functions. 74 From Table 6 , the numbers of neurons for achieving universality in the four other computation models are much smaller than that of recurrent neural network. These results reveal the integrateand-fire condition in the form of regular expressions for SNQ P systems achieving a powerful computation capability.
Real-world applicability of simplified SNQ P Systems
In SNNs, the timing of individual spikes is used to encode information. The temporal dimension for information encoding in SNNs yields to a great potential for solving time-dependent tasks, e.g., temporal pattern recognition, time-series forecasting. These timedependent application domains have an additional dimension of time, and the temporal dimension provides a wealth of additional information, thus not just the immediate data is important, but the sequence of data. SNNs have shown the capability of dealing with various application domains by incorporating temporal dynamics into information processing. Moreover, the temporal information encoding has a powerful capacity in terms of the wide range of information that is encoded by the same number of neurons; thus it can reduce the number of neurons that are necessary to perform a given task. Since SNQ P systems are a type of SNNs, they also share with them the temporal information encoding. In this work, we have shown that even simplified SNQ P systems still have the powerful computation capability. Thus, we believe that the proposed SNQ P systems with a single type of spikes are a promising computational tool in some scenarios. For instance, SNQ P systems can be used in the field of pattern recognition, such as the recognition of characters. SNNs have been used to recognize characters, e.g., in Ref. 75 , and most of characters can be recognized uniquely in the sense that either a unique neuron fires or the firing times of the same neuron are different. However, SNNs cannot achieve a good performance for recognizing the characters with the same number of pixels. All of the characters M, U, and W have 11 pixels, although they are represented by a different array of 3 × 5 pixels, and SNNs cannot well recognize the characters M, U, and W. SNQ P systems have the potential to overcome the difficulty. Multiple rules with different spiking conditions enable a neuron of an SNQ P system to work as an intelligent "selector" choosing desired spiking pattern when the neuron reads different arrays with the same number of pixels. That is, SNQ P systems have the ability to distinguish different arrays with the same number of pixels, and thus recognizing the characters with the same number of pixels. Of course, the real performance of SNQ P systems in recognizing characters needs further experiments to be verified.
